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INTRODUCTION

It is evident that any machine designed to cut, form, or shape mate-

rials such as steel, wood, plaster, and the like is capable of smashing,

tearing, or severing flesh and bones. Because of their intended functions,

machines or machinery hammer, press, grind, shape, form,jand separate mate-

rieTs with great force. An unguarded machine has no respect for materials,

releasing its power on fingers, ohms, legs, eyei, and any other part of the
a

human body that may get in its way.

These potential accidents can be reduced -or elfMiRated in two ways:

(L) by knowledge of, and proper attitudes toward, safe practices, and (2) by

designing machinery and guards in such a'way that workers.arejproiected from

dangerous Trocesses. Nevertheless, records kept by theOccupational Safety,

and Health Administration during the past few years clearly...show that

machinery and machine guarding standards are some of the most violated of

all standards.

. This module discusses him machinery can be made saftr to use by the

*stallation of safety guards. A study of machine actions, the functions and

application of guards, and some of the requirementS for guard's isrlikely to'

- result in safer workplaces.

007

OBJECTIVES

Upon completi6n of this' module, the stUdent,thohld be able to:

1. explain why machine-guards are. necessary, and list their five func-

tions. (Page 3)

Explain, the basic machine motions. (Page 5)

Describe, four. types Of Machine/ guarding -aod theipecific `function:

(Page 8)

2.

3.

. .

.

4. Describe he general TenuireMenti'of guards.with regaiirto'desi-'4- gn, use,
- -

.

color, and application. (Page 13). ,
..

e'

/ * 4

5. Describe proper guard construction and^. some-advantages Oi factory-built .

guards, as opposed to shopm0e guards,. gage 19y, , .
e

,

, n.
# --'

4
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6. List and discuss two types of machine guard,inspections (based on fre-

quency). (Page20)

L11st four general safety rules for wOrki1Pg with guarded machines, and

-three cdmmon reaons,for unguardedoiachinery. (Page 22)

e it 1
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SUI5JECT MATTER

OEOECTIVE 1: Explain ,why machne guards are necessary,

and list their five functiont.

As 'recently, as forty orofifty years ago, guards on machines were aldost

*nexistent.1 During the early decades of the twentieth century,.sprockets,
1 ,

rains, belts, pulleys, drive. shafts, gears,
,

and the like were normally ex-

Wed. Whenosomeone was injured or killed on the job,-it was accepted as a

tragic but almost routine event. However, during the 1960s, there was a

concerted move by industry, safety groups, and labor to set up some v,-;37-to--

minlomize occupational accidenti and deaths. As a result of theyforis of

ese groups, the Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) was

ablished. One of-the 411py 00blems OSHA addressed was the, guarding of
...

ma 'nes.

ince any moving part'of a machine creates a hazard, mandatoryoufde-

liaes were written to gtvern machines and the device's ne ssatyLto guard
,

them. The primary reason for machine guards is to prot the.machine

operator or O6iers wto may be working nearby. However, because of the great
\ .

expense of most pieces of equipment, some guards are also designed to pro--

.tect the machine and the power transmission equipment.from damage. Damage'
,. .

to.lichiner'y can be caused by operator misuse or from tools ormaterials be:.

ing'placed, dfopped, or moved *Pito .working pahs4

Guards perform a variety oftunctions. They protect the worker from

coming'into contact with moving partstof a mechanism; they decrease or re-
,

move the likelihood of someone being caught ip a machine at the point. where

material is- being machfned;, "and the)) enclosed belts and pulleys that provide

power to .the"macht4ing operdtion.3,They also gpard against hazards caused by

the work being processed. For example, metal and wood chips can be threw

by metal toriling operations and by:Orcular saws; hot metal car? be splashed

in galvantzinTprotestes, and Woad can be kicked back at the operator by

riptaws. Tle guard Illus,trated-iOlgote 1 is designed to protect against

',these types of hazards.

C 40,

,.
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Figure 1:- Transparent plastic
chip and splash guard.

Another function of guards is to

protect against the hazards /arising from
;

human failure. Such things as illness,

distraction, worry, fatigue, and anger

contribute to human failure and thus

lead to accidents. Carefully designed

guards can significantly decrease these

accidents, as well'as .those arising from

mechanical faijure.such as breakage-of
,

parts. When parts are broker, they may

be thrownout of position and the

machinery may malfunction, causing

injury.

Guards also protect against electricaT/failure that cariNciuse numerous

hazards. Forexample, if a storm causes a pOwer.outage and someone is ad-
*

justing a machine when power is restored, an uhprotected machine may resume

its cycle and insure the'worker. This kind of accdnet, as well as others

caused by power failures, can be prevented by the proper gbirding mechanisM.

ACTIVITY 1:

1. List two reasons for machine guards.

a.

, b..

2. Nsime five functions .that guards perform.

\a .

b.

c. 1

d.

e.
No,

*Answers to Activities appei on Page 24.

Pige 4/SH-31e
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OBJECTIVE 2: Eiplain the basic machine motions.

Certein actions of machines present very specifit hazards that"can be

eliminated or lessened by guards. Several motions arebasic to machine

operations: rotary motion, reciprocating (back' and forth) motion, trans-

verse motion, cutting motion, and the motion netessaryforipunch4g, shear-
,

ing, or bending.

ROTARY MOTION

Wherever machine parts rotate towards each other, or where one part

rotates towards a stationary object; danger'always exists. These "in-

running nip points," shown in Figure 2, are frequently found where there are

rolls for bending,,rolls for feeding and conveying stock, gearS, belts, and

pulleys, belt conveyor terminals, and other such machinery. Part of the

danger lies in the fact that clothing or other items'canlbe caugflt,19 un-

guarded,.in-runging.nip points, thUs injuring the part or parts of the body

pulled intd,the equipment with the caught materials.

Figure 2y. In-running nip points require guarding.

(Aber mechanisms with dangerous'rotating motions are motor shaft ends,

rotating bar stock, flywheels, screw ,conveyors,'mixing paddles, and

8
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clutches. ,Hair, shop aprons, jewelry, loose clothing, gloves, or, other

items can get caught in rbtating'Inechanismsthat are not properly guarded,

and can cause serious injury to workers.

Safety standards require that guards be provided with keys that pro-

trude on rotating. sh'a'fts. When shafts extend past guards, exposed rotating

spindles {such as those found on drills and milling machinesY create danger

p is that can cause serious injury.
9110

a. Projecting^tscrew

d. Bit

b. 'Spokes

c
c. Coupling bolts

a. Turning bar stock 1. Rotating shaft

Figure 3. Rotating mechanisms that require guarding.

Figure 4. A reciprocating
mechanisms creates pinch
points at fixed objects.

Page 6/SH-34 .

RECIPROCATING MOTION

Reciprocating (back and forth) mo-

tions create pinch points whenever the

machine approaches a fixed object. The

ram of a metal 'shaper (Figure, 4), and the

belt of a surfap grinder both use recip-

rocating motions.

.Ta
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Transverse motions are those caused when a portion of the machine

'continUally moves in ane'direction while another protion of it move's in a

cross direction. A belt sander and a pulley and belt mechanism both provide
,A

transverse motion. Enclosure or barrier guards must be used to _reduce or

eliminate the hazards caused by reciprocating and transverse motions.

CUTTING MOTION

When a machine cuts through.metal, wood, or any other material,lhe

)

cutting action presents a hazard at the point where stock.is inserted and
..

withdrawn (the point-of-operation). See Figure 5, Milling machines, band

saws, planing machines, lathes, .drill}

prestes,'cii-cular saws, and grinders are
POINT-OF.OPERATIQN

dangerous because of their cutting

action'. .Guards must be used to eliminate

Figure 5.1 Table saw illus-
trating cutting action.

injuries that can be caused by cutting

actions.

PUNCHING, SHEARING, OF BENOING
4

Machines used for p ching, shearing, Tanking, stathpfng, trimming,

bending, and other simi r operatiOns are also dangerous at the point-of-

operation. When the Power is applied to a ram, a blade, or a die, a punch-

ing shearing, or bending action occurs. ,These actions normally take place

under great force. As a result, unguarded machines of this nature car' re-
.

sult in smashed, broken, or severed limbs. Each point-of-operation (Figure

6) must be closely guarded according to OSHA 'standards.

SH-34/Page 7
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2 b. 7

Figure 6: Machine motions of (a) punching, (b)..shearing, and
(c)'bending can cause safety hazards.

ACTIVIT?

List and,descrIbe theAfive basic machine motions.

1.
.

2.

3.
I.

4.

:5.

'/

OBJECTIVE 3: Describe four types of machine guarding

and their specific function.

Thereare usually several ways to reduce or eliminate the exposure to

dangerous 'power transmission mechanisms and points-of=operation. Dingeroug

equipment must be replaced, redesigned, or have hazardous areas gua-rded. In

practice, the five functions of guards (see Objective 1) must be carefully

considered in relatjon to each particular piece af equipment. Then, if it

is considered feasible to make the equipment safe by a guarding system, a

guard or guards should be Ilesigned or selected to serve the intended func-
.

tions.

The selection 4 a type of'guard is dependent upon several factors.

Fixed enclosure guards are almost always best for the protection of power

transmission machinery. However, point -of- operation guarding is often more

,,'Page 8/SH-34
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difficult to accompliA se f the variety of shapes and sizes of the

materials that must bb processed.' The four commo types of machine gards
.

are enclosure, interlocking bargiersi. Womati
4

:1heir variations are oisasse'cisAire. .

ENCLOSURE GUARDS -

1 s

and guarding by location.

An enclosure guard protects- persons by preventing a.ecess to dangerous
4

moving parts by keeping the persons away from th hazard-end from its

effects. Enclosed gAs may, be either,' fixed or adjustab*. ,

4

1

STOCK
^

Figure 7 Fixed guard on veneer Clipper.
V

).

r. The preferred method

isIthe fixed' enclosure'
A f ,

guard that privets access

to hazardous lips by en-

'closingthem compltely. -

Whenguerds are use on

:*powerltransmission quip-
.

ment, the motion is en-

closed at all times. When ,

. ,

used at the point-of-_.

operation 'Figure 7), the

....., guard allows pafsage of

the stock but will not 4"

admit fingers because of

!he limited size of the

feed opening.

Am. adjustadlekenclg-,N

o. sure guard formsa bac-

rier around a work point.' This Wrier can be adjusted manually to conform .

;to various sizes' of cutters and/or materials. The adjustable guard requires

frequent adjustment and carefu) maintenance. A spring7loaded guard over the,

knives of,a wood jointi-F <Figure 8) is en example of an adipstable'enclosure'

guard.

12
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Figure B. An example of an adjustable enclosure 'guard
on a wood jointer.

INTERLOULNG GUARDS

a

I

11.

A second major type of guard is an thterlocking guard (Figure 9). An

.interlocking barriet-guard is not fixed, and may be opened or removed as

4Ae required. , When the.guard is in an opened position, operation of the machine
C-

Figure 9. An inter7

locking guard.

fi prevented until the guard is returned to its

protective position. Some interlocking guards do

- not allow removal bf the guard until the machine is.

turned off and the moving parts come to a stop. (

Other interlocking guards cause the mechanism to

come to a rapid stop if the guard is altered or

removed.

. An interlocking bi.trier guard is used to stop

the machine or to prevent application of injurious

pressure when ahy part of the operator's body

contacts the barrier. The barrier may be a bar; a

rad, a wire, or some similar device (other than an ehclosure)4 extended

across the danger zone and interlocked electrically or mechanically with a

braking mechanism. Electrical interlocking devices should'be designed so

that if they fail, they Make the guarded machine inoperative.
.

One ,variation of the interlocking guard. is the two-hand trip or control

guard. This type of guard prevents the machinefromloperating unless the

Page'10/SH-34
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'opertai. uses'the pressure of both hands or two switch buttons or control

levers at the'saMe time. Thus, .the operator4s hands ai.e always. clear of the

point -of- operation, while the machine is in motion.

AUTOMATIC GUARDS 4 /6 6,

.,,

//
.. When neither an enclosure guard nor an'interflocking guard-is practic-

able, anThutomatie.gUard may bejised._ An automatic guard works indepefident-

' ly of the operator. It st6ps the machine oper'ation.in case of danger, or
e. .

removes the danger from the work area with a swggp or push -awaj action.

Attomatic guards are used almost.exclusively for poi,Dt-of-operationAuard-

ing: The three types of automatic guards are.sweep, pu141-away, and electric

eye guards. c

7,---All
The sweep device on an automaticAqard cycles with the machine opera -

tion. Thit,is, when the-machine is activated by the operator, the guard
..----

automatically "sweeps," or pu0,es across the point-of-operAion, removing
Y

with it misplaced tools, materials, or other items that.should not be in the

guarded area including the oerator-'s hands. . .

i '\ Pull'-away guards (Figure-10) a e(
,,(--

similar to sweeps, However, pull-aways

Figure 10'. Pull-away guard.

/ incorporate a cable-operated attach-

ment. When the cables are connected to

the machine operator's .hands or arms,

they act to pull the operator's body -J

parts out,of the danger zone if they are

left at the point-of-operation. °thy.-

wise, the pull -sways do not interierg

wi)th'the machine's normal operation.

'An automatic guard is sometimes

operated by an electric eye device and a

brake mechanism. If hands are in the

danger zone as the machine starts to cy-

cle, the beam is obscured from:a photo-

erectric.switch. This causes the power to the machine to be interrupted,

and a brake rapidly stops,the Machine cycle.

14 SH-34/Page 11



Tile electric eye method Of machine guarding has

First, it is expensive to instal). Also, its use is

slow-speed mahines, with friction clutches orother

.machine--ettritig the operating'C,kcle.

GUARDING BY LOCATION,'

several limitations.

generally limited to

meansof stopping the

Opera1tors *machinery used.exclusively for power transmission purposes

can'beprotected from hazards by the "guarding by location".method:

.ample, if the.belt:andloulley drive on an exhaust fan were located*in a spe-

cial locked room or a4asemene, (and if some othe conditions were met),

guartding requirements liptild be waived. In most cases, power transmission

eqbipillent )n be left unguarded if 'it fs permaneqly located more than seven

feet above the_floor. everyone Should be advised., however, that shafting,

belts and pulleys, and other such -power transmtttin6-Ala chinery under work'mr,47

benches are hazardods and must be guarded on all, expesed sides.

A barrier guard protepts persons from injury by keeping themfram_mov--

ing into a danger area.' Thee barrier may be designed-keep from

falling or slipping into a dangerous opening, or it may prevent access toe

piece of service equipment (such-as an.air compressor or an electric trans-

former). A barrier guard may also serve to keep persons out of an area that 2;

is subject to acid splash.

lilms. ACTIVITY "3:
List fg4r types ,a machine guards and describe the .func-

tion of each.

I. ,

2.

3.

. 4.

Page 12/SH -34 I .5
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OpJECTIVE 4: Describe th qen al requirements. of

guards with regard to desigps use, fcolor, and 'appl .

1

ti on

r

A
All power transmitting mechanisms and all points -of- operation on

machines iflust be guarded, and guardi must be properly maintained. -Where

possible; the gua7d'shoyld be fixe,dt.o the machine or secured els.ewhere if

attachment to the machine is impossible. Care must be.take to ensure that

.the guald its'lf does not pose a hazayd.

Other specific recommendationS'for the design.Wacceptable machine
,*

guards are listed below. Guards must always

Confirm to the standirds.set by the Aherican Natiohal Standards Insti-

tute (ANSI).,

BOlconsidered and used as a permahent part' of the machinery.

4$ designed and construqedlo-afford maximum protectfbn to,the machine
operator and all co-workers.

,* Prevent access to the danger zone while the machine is in operation.
,

Not weaken the'structure-of ffib machine.'

Not cause undue discomfort 6 the 'operator nor interfere with the oper-

atOr,'s efficient use of -the 'machine.
3 .

Besiqigned to provide foreatt ofdiling, adjusting, inspecting, and
repairing the machine. (Guards teat mist be removed so that the
machine can be inspected and serviced often cause considerable loss of
production time Whelp this happens,.the guard is often removed from

the machinery and lefl,off: iThis is, of course, against regulations.)

Be durable and resistant'to Ore; wear, and,corr'osion.

..84.sirong enough to'res'istnormal wear and impact. They should also be
, -

relatively maintenance-free.

Guards- should not contribute to safety hazards by causing a sense of

false security or by actually -trea:ing pinch points, sharp corners, rough

edges, splinters, or

Theye$hould, if
out-of-.position

other danger points.

possible, 'be the interlocking type so that a removed or
guard wiWcause the machinery to be'inoperative.*

They should-be painted to meet ANSI (American National Standards Insti-
pte) color coding recommendations. . a

AF

SH-34/Page 13
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These guard design characteristics, adhered to, couldheip lave

countless numbers of workers and'itude s from injury each year:

While the use- of colors is often for safety purposes, it never was in- '

tended that color. Coding substitute f r proper gue.ding.' Standard colors

areused to identify both safe and unsafe parts of mechanical devices.

Bright orange is the color designated;by ANSI (American National Standard

z53:1) as the standard color to" highlight dangerous parts ofmachines, or

energized equirimentwhich will shock, cut, crush, Or otherwise injure.

Orange shouqd be painted on. such parts of machinery as the exposed

edges or cutting deviees?.the Vide of enclosure;doors, and on other guards

around movia ng equipmeht to emphasize a "caution" situation.,

In addition to the ;equfrement that guards be designed properly' care

and instruction should be given in an attemptbto ensure that they are prop-

erly used::;All persons operating and working near machinery and machine's

muslirdevelop a proper atti,tude,of respect fdr both the equipment and the

guards. Students and workers alike must be Properly supervised in safe work

procedures, and compliance with safety regulationsmust be demanded.

The folibw11ing are recommendations of theNational Safety Council (NSC)

for the safe use.of guarded machinery.

1; No guard "Should be 'adjusted or removed for any reason by anyone, unless
(a) specific pemission-fs given by the supervisor, (b) the person con-
cerned is specifttally trained, and (c) machine adjustment is consid-

ered a normal part of the worker's job:
,

2. No machine should be started unless the guar.ds are place end in good

condition. Defective or-missing guardt should be reported to the'fore-

man immediately.

3, -Whenever safeguardt or devices are removed to repair, adjuse; or ser-

vice equipment (lubrication and maintenance), the power forthe equip-
ment should be turneoff, and the main switch locked and ta4ged.

4. .
No one should be permitted to work on or around mechanical eqvipment

while wearing neckties;; loose Otthing, watches, rings, or other

:jewelry.

Although the OSHA regulations (in "Generaj Industry, Safety and Health

. Regulationi," Part 1910) should be consulted forsOecific detailed require-

ments of machinery and machine Oecding, the following is intended to point

out some of, the more frequently needed §darding practices for different
.

types or common equipmen.t.

Page 14/SH-34
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Circular saw guards must be constructtd-to"slide in ghboves:or tracks

that are accurately machined. This will'ensure exact4guard. alignment with

thf blade for all positions.

Hinged saVtables must be constructed%cso
\

that.the table can be firmly secured in any

' posion in true alignMent with..the saw. .4

Belts, pulleys: gears, shafts, and ,uther:mOv-e.

ing parts. mutt be guarded atall ttmes.

Each power'-driven woodworking machine

should be provided with a disconnect switch

thpt.can be locked in the OFF position. Cir-

lar saws must be provided with a hood that'
- a(

%.
covers the saw at all times to the depth. of

,

/Figure 11, Guard-on saw
. .

the teeth, and the hood should automatically

with circular blade.le
adjust itself to, and, remain in contact

with, the material being cut F.i,gure"11). Aspreader and anti-kickback

eviCe be provided, and any exposed part: of the saw behind or 15464Ch

th e should "be guarded.

vie
-- a

,

Figure 12. Anti-kickback device on the,
feed sidi of-an eeging,machine.

In addition to the hood

enclosing, the blade of a

radial saw, an adjustable stop

should be provided to limit

forward traeel. The head

shouldratomatically return N
the starting position.' When

used fibr ripping, a spreader

.and anti-kickback device (Fig-

ure li) must be Used to pre-

ventmaterial from squeezing .

the blade, or from being

' thrown back at the operator.

No saw, cutter head, or

SH-34/Page 15
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tool collar should be placed or mounted on a machine arbor unless the too]:

has been accurately 'machined to fit the arbor.

Combs (featherboards) or suitable jigs, for use in holding work against

the shaper or cutter, must be provided when a sta0d1rd'guard ca not be used

in such operations'as dadoing, gFooving, moldihg, or, rabbeting.

All portions of a bandslw blade% except for the working, portion

betweeh the guide rolls and the table, must be fully enclosid. The machine'

must also be provided with a tension- control device teb indicate-the proper

tension for.the saws used on tKe machine.

Hand-fed planers, or jointers must be equipped with cylindrical -.not

square.r headt, and the opening in the tible must bZ1Ztrpt as small as pos-
.

sible. The cutting heads of this machine, both horizontal and vertical,

must be' covered with _a guard.

The chains and sprockets of all double-end tenoning machines must be

entirely closed, except for the portion of the chain used for conveying the

stock. All cutting heads and saws, if used, must be covered by metal

guards.(

Whether rotating or'not, the cutting heads of wood-turnirig lathes must

be covered as completely as possible by hods or shields hingedto the

machine so that'they can be,lified:back toollow,for'adjustments. Lithes

used for turning long pieces'of wood stock, and held only by the two cen-

ters", oust be equipped with long curved guards'extendih4lover thetops of

the lathes to prevent any stock that/is loose'ice/deing thrown.

The feed rolls of self-fed sanding machines muse-be protected with a

firmly secured, semi-cylindrical guard to prevent the operator's hand from

coming into contact with the in- running rolls at any point. Drum, disk, and

belt sanding machinet must be enclosed bye exhaustdct hoods that cover all

but the work portions of those machines. /bit sanders should have guards at

each fin - running nip point on the power iranSmission,and feed roll parts.

All abrasive wheels must' be covered With guards strong enough to with-
A,

Stand the shock of a bursting wheel, and the exposed (or work contact) bor.-

tion of the wheel should not be more than one-fourth of the entire wheel.

Page 16/SH-34
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The operator,shoultl use only the exposed per.i.phery or circumference) of the

wheel. Work rests that .support the material being ground' must be strongly

constructed ikiddesigned to be adjustable to the wearing down of -the wheel.

The work rest must haye'a'Maximum wheel clearance of one-eighth of an inch
ft

.

to, revent the work from becoming jammed between the wheel andlhe rest it-

self. Sfince'ah,oPeraior stands in front Of the wheel opening, the guard

must be constructed st-that it can be (adjusted to the decreasing diameter or

wearing down of the wheel. The distante between the guard and the \wheel
nt-,

Vhould never, be more than one-fourth Of an
A
inch. .

The operator of a gr,inder, and of any power equipment, must wear a face

shield and'goggles at all times.

Machines using full'revolution clutches must have a single-stroke lect-

anism. Foot treadles must be protected with a fixed guard to event unin-

tentional operation caused by falling objects, or by a foot a iiitally

placed on the treadle. A nonslip pad must cover the treadle.

The operating levers of hand-operated power presses and shears must be

equipped*wilh a spring latch to prevent premature 9r accidental tripping.
.116

The levers of presseS with more than one operating station zust be inter-

locked. The machine must be protected against unintentional
/
repeats; and

(

the operator mutt be able tot lock the main power disconnect switaronl; in
..,

the OFF position. It is the employe'r's responsi#itY to provide and ensUrc

the proper use of point-of-operation gyards and devices on every operation
1

performed by a power press or shear., The guards
F
Ond devices used musi'pre-

vent hands or fingers from ntering the' danger zone at all times. 'The
1

guard

must not create,a pinch poi t between itself and moving machine parts.

When using metal 4urning laOss, caution must be taken toguard against'

flying clips and to prevent loose clothing from being caught by revolving

work or a workholding attachment. A clear plastic shield (refer back to

Figure 1) should be attached at the'back of the lathe so that'the shield can
.

be lowered into place over the stock and the stock holdVg devices. With

the guard in plaCe, the operator is then protected from the revolving chuck

or lathe dog, from metal chips, add from the splagh of cutting fluids. The

guard /ill also help prevent accidental contact with. the revolving work.

Contact with pinch points, and,the-cutting tool point -o1- operation is also

I"'
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prevented. All gearing, belts, and other power transmitting mac6inery on

the lathe must be completely enclosed. t "

When drilling orbortng, work must be secured in positfOkfor drill-

ing, Work must not be held thanually, as it might be, pulled But of.the hands

and cut or crush them as it rotates. Hands must not be used.t.; clear away

chips from the drilltable or materials being drilled.

To guard the ppint-of-operation for boring end drilling operations, a

telescoping or spring safety guard may be attached to the machines. As the

spindle descends, the guard compresses and contains the chi at.the

same time keying fingers and loose clothing or hair from coil acting the

revolving cutter.

The primary danger present at milling machines is contact, of the fin7

gers, arm, or clothing with revolving cutters. oavoid this, chips should

not be brushed away from the work area wit e hands,- Adjustments should

never Abe made tq the machine while the machillei% in motion. Transparent

j plastic splash and enclosure guards, similar to those recommended for

lathes, should be used.

1 ' ACTIVITY 4:

1. List six requirements for all types of guards.

a.

t

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

2. Name four recommendations of the National Safety

. Council for the safe use of guarded machinery.

I
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META 5: Describe proper guard construction and

tome aavantages of factory-built guards, as Opposed to

shopmade`luards.

To ensure that a guard functions as it is intended, it is'important

that it be conitrdcted of /suitable materials, that it have proper opening

dimensions for needed visibility, and that distaction' or movement be negli-

gible. MItal is generally the preferred material for: guards; however, wood

and plastic are often.suitable.

. The framework lor structure) of guards is usually made of such mate-

rials as bar stock, strap s ;eel, or pipe. Enclosures are then 'made from ex-

papded metal, perforated sheet, solid sheet metal,or wire mesh. The .use of

wood fdr a guard should be especially avoided if the guard will be.subjected

to high impact or to rot. Wooden guards that become oil-soaked can also

'present a fire hazard.

1111.
While there are advantages and disadvantages of the use of various'

. .

guard materials, all should haver certain features. Some of these features

tare presented here:
.

The material selected should be in accordance with accepted standards.

As nearly as possible, guards should be designed to appear to be an

integral part of the machine.

c,. They should guard what they are intended to guar'd.

They should have no sharp edges.

They should create no additional hazards, such, as ripping or obstruct-

ing.
,-

They should besecured firmly to the machine or-to the floor.

They should not distract the operator.

They must not interfere with controls, the oiling, or the adjusting of,
the machine.' (Hinged or removal parts should by provided for this,
purpose.)

It should te)ossible toremove them for repairS.

Filler materials shoial conform to accepted standards.

111 22
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The cost - conscious teacher, industrial manager, or, sypervisor often

makes a decision to shop-make guards rather than to buy them from the manu-

facturer. ,In most-Oases, this practice is undesirable -and unproductive.

However: factory- built' guards for older- pieces of equipment are often not

'available and mustioe shop-built. If 4o, the utmost car ould be taken to

ensure that 4he guard meets required standards and need. Studies have

shown that factory-built ,guards ire generally much more adva tageous than
/

shop-made guards in the following ways:

. They are less expensive. .When the cos.- Of materials, engineering

time, construction time, and retrofitting, are considered, the cost of

shop-made guards is high.

.They confoento machinedesign and OSHA requirements. A factory-built

guard, professionally engineered, produced, and tested for a s

pieceof equipment, is most likely to conform to design, of.° uc ion,

and regulatory requirements.

They have improved durability and need less maintenance. Purchased

guards a're generally known to be more serviceable than shop-made

guards.

They are generally installed properly and guaranteed. When guards are

porchwd from the factory there is little chance that the guard must

be forced to fit. If the guard is installed at the factory, it is

usually installed properly, and the manufacturer bears the legal

redonsibility for the guard, guaranteeing its fit and function.
A

Pt

ACTIVITY 5:

gibe fur advantagesof factorylbuiltguards, as_

opposed to shop-made guards.

4r

2.

3.

4.

OBJECTIVE 8: -Liit and discuss two types of machine

guard inspections (based on frequency).

.2'

0Ae of the'results of the Occupational Safety and Health,Act of'1970

was that inspections of,workplaces and equipmept are now regularly, made.
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The frequency of these inspections varies with the different aspects of the

workplace, but machfnes,Should 1:4 inspected at least-every 60 days. When

machines are inspected, guards should afio be inspected., In adO.ition,

guards ,should bec4pcked on'a-periodic, planned basis, both when the

equipment -i's not in use, and when *he machines are being operated.

During shift shut-down, thorough inspection should be maddbito ensure

that the guards are of the proper types, both for guirding power

transmission equipment and for point-of-operation guirding. Persons,

inspecting guards should check to determine whether guards are in place,

whether they are properly adjusted, whether the guards themselties present

safety hazards, and whether they meet -3pplicable ANSI standards and state

requirements. /1_

Periodic inspections during work tomes should seek to determine two

things: (1) that safety guards are being used properly, and (2) that

pr9tective devices are available and used.

Sometinces it may beiiecessary to make special inspeCtions Of machinery

And machine guards. Specw inspections should be made. (1) when new

equipment is installed, (2)11ft there has been a report /that a guard is

missing, out' of adjustment, or otherwise incorrect, and (3) when an accident

. has occurred. If any of these conditions exist, immediate attentionishould

be given to determine that all guarding is suitable.

.

ACTIVITY El
: .

Name three occasions which may necessitate a special

I inspection.

1.

--"%;
2.

3.

24
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OBJECTIVE 7: List four general safe*- rules for working

with guarded machines, and three common reasons for

unguarded machinery.

Four general rules apply to the operation of guarded machines.

1. Replace all broke, or missing guards. ,00 NOT OPERATE THE MACHINE
/WTTHOUT THEM.

2. Onjy qualified personnel should remove or adjust guards. Ilt may be

necessary to remove a guard to allow for equipment repair or
adjustment. Sometimes itself may require adjustment because
of wear or damage, or sot t it will accommodate stock being used.

3. Shut off power to a machine befor adjusting or removing a guard.

4. NEVER circumvent a guard. To circum nt a guard means to make the '

guard inoperative or to defeat its pu pose. If the guard is an
,interlocking type, workers may alter the interlocking deviceso the
machine will, run without proper guard, protection.

Ustially an altered guard Os worse than no guard at dll. Since an

altered _guard, or a guard that:has been circum!Aented in some way, often

.gives a false sense of security, injuries often occur.

,a1 though guards are required by law and exist primarily for the

.'OroteCtion of workers, some workr resent them and avoid using them. Some
.

of the reasons given by Workers for removing or circumventing guards are

listed below. None of them is acceptable.

The guard interferes with work -14hile a guard sometimes makes work
less convenient, Ibere is usually,only a,short adjustment period while
the worker becomePaccustomed to it.

of
period, the worker

, falls into the new.pattern or rhythm of movement made necessary by_the
,guard, and accepts its presence. ",

The guard is not needed - Usually-workers who say this are
overconfident of their abilities or intent upon proving their superior
skills and coordination. .HOwever, overconfidence or a need to prove
oneself are often the cause of4ccidents:

The guard slows down production - Guards that slow down production

should be redesigned to meet safety and production requirements..

Page 22/SFt -34
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ACTIVITY-7:

1. Name the four general safety rules for working with

guarded machines.

a.

b.

c.

d.

2. Name three unacceptable reasons for unguarded

machinery.

a.

b.

c.

111
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ANSWERS TO ACTIVITIES.
t

ACTIVITY 1

1. a. To orect the machine operator.

b., To protect the machinq.

2., a. Protect against contact with moving parts of a mechanism -.

,b. Protect against hazards of work in process.

c. Protect against human failure.

d. Protect against mechanical failure.

e. Protict against electrical failgre.

. ACTIVITY 2

.1. Reati ng - machine parts rotate toward each other or a part rotates

toward a stationary object.

21, Reciprocating mot ion - back and Yorth movement (as the belt of a

surface grinder). MP

3. Transverse - a portion of the machine moves in one direction while

another, portion, moves in a crosl direction.

4. Cutting - When 'a machine"cuts through wood, metal or other material.

5. RulchAg, shearing, bending - tae place under great force; motion is
0'.

-',carried out when power is applied to a ram, blade, or die.

, ACTIVITY 3

. 1. Enclosure gtard protect personslby covering a danger area or by

keeping personi away,fro the hazard.

2. Interlocking guard prevents operation of a mechanism when a. guard is

not in its intended,position of ing.-

Automatic.guard stops machine operation in ase at danger, or removes

heAanger from the work area by pulling or pushing operator's body

ii'out of the danger zone.

4. rding by locattpftftsithe location of ngerous machinery or

maehine'action is such that personnel will "riot (gave 'access to it or

near enough to be injured.

F.
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ACTIVITY 4-

1. Any six of the bulleted fist on page 11; also, that the gUards should

be affixed to the inaChnine, or elseWhere.

2. All four of the. numbered list on page 12.

ACTIVITY 5 ,,

1. Less expensive.:

2. Conform to machine design and OSHA requirements.

3.. Improved durability.

4.. Properly,installed and guaranteed.

ACTIVITY 6

1. When new equipment is installed.

2. When therle has ,peen a repot that a guard is missing, that a guard is

out of adjustment, or other guard complaint.

3. *When an accident has occurred.

ACTIVITY 7'

1. ;. Replace or report oll broken or missing guards.

b. Only qualified personniel should 'remove or adjust tua'rds.

c, off power to a machine before adjustment or removal of a

guard.4

d. Alper circumvent (defeat th- pose) of a guard.

2. a. Guard interferes with work.

b. Guard is not needed.

c. Guar slows dorm, productitn.

.1
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